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Abstract: This paper presents parallel versions of a wavelet radiosity algorithm.
Wavelet radiosity is based on a general framework of projection methods and
wavelet theory. The resulting algorithm has a cost proportional to
 
versus
the
 	
complexity of the classical radiosity algorithms. However, designing
a parallel wavelet radiosity is challenging because of its irregular and dynamic
nature. Since explicit message passing approaches fail to deal with such appli-
cations, we have experimented various parallel implementations on a hardware
ccNUMA architecture, the SGI Origin2000. Our experiments show that load bal-
ancing is a crucial performance issue to handle the dynamic distribution of work
and communication, while we do make all reasonable efforts to exploit data lo-
cality efficiently. Our best results yield a speed-up of 24 with 36 processors, even
when dealing with extremely complex models.
1 Introduction
Radiosity methods have been proven to be an efficient mean to simulate the inter-reflections
of light in Lambertian (diffuse) environments. The radiosity - power per unit area [ 
 ] -
on a given surface, is governed by an integral equation which can be solved by projecting
the unknown radiosity function onto a set of basis functions with limited supports, resulting
in a set of  interactions. The wavelet theory introduced by [5] and [9], has been shown
to reduce the required interactions to  . Unfortunately, wavelet radiosity still requires
too much computation time when dealing with extremely complex models (several millions
of polygons with physical properties), even on modern workstations [3].
Designing a parallel wavelet radiosity algorithm involves dealing with complex issues,
such as:
– the physical domain being simulated is typically non-uniform, which has implications
for both load balancing and communication;
– work and communication change dynamically across the computation of the solution
because of the hierarchical nature of wavelets.
Most previous works on parallel radiosity are related to classical radiosity algorithms.
Although the most recent of them [8] obtains quite good results on a SGI Origin2000 and
yields radiosity computations for very large models, the implemented algorithm suffers
from having a 	 complexity. Only a few papers address the design problem of parallel
hierarchical algorithm. Zareski implemented in [12] a parallel version of the hierarchical
radiosity algorithm on a network of workstationsusing a master-slave architecture, in which
each slave performed surface-elements interactions for a separate subset of elements in the
scene. Speed-up with this fine-grained approach was limited by both master processing
bottleneck and the overhead of inter-process communication, resulting in longer execution
times as the number of processors increases. Aiming to use a coarse-grained parallelism in
a similar master-slave approach, [4] designed partitioning and scheduling algorithms that
allowed multiple hierarchical radiosity solvers to work on the same radiosity solution in
parallel. In this way, the author achieved significant speed-ups,   to  , with a very
large model, but the scalability of the parallelism had to stay moderate (less than 8 slave
workstations). A more general study of hierarchical algorithms has been addressed in [11].
Experiments on the 48 processors Stanford DASH machine (a Cache Coherent Shared
Address Space Multiprocessor) have yielded very good performance, although it was on
a very small model (94 input polygons). When dealing with much larger environments
(typically in the order of hundreds of thousands of polygons), the amount of communication
changes the dimension of the problem.
In summary, all related works failed to provide a parallel response to the following
goals combined:
– for an asymptotic radiosity algorithm,
– dealing with extremely large models,
– and effectively scalable to a large number of processors.
The parallel solution presented here addresses these three problems. Load balancing al-
gorithms implemented on the SGI Origin2000 achieve significant speed-ups for the wavelet
radiosity algorithm, running on 32 processors, for models composed of more than 	
polygons of arbitrary geometry.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the mathematical
framework of the wavelet radiosity method and a very efficient sequential implementation
of this algorithm. Then, we present our parallel implementation strategy on a SGI Ori-
gin2000 in Section 3. We then describe our experiments in Section 4, results and discussion
in Section 5. Finally, we conclude and present future works in Section 6.
2 Wavelet Radiosity
2.1 The Radiosity Equation
Given some physical assumptions, the radiosity equation can be formulated as follows. Let

denote the collection of all surfaces in an environment, which we assume to form an
enclosure for simplicity. Let  be a space of real-valued functions defined on 
  ; that
is, over all surface points and angular directions in the unit sphere
  . Given the surface
emission function  , which specifies the origin and directional distribution of emitted
light, we wish to determine the surface radiosity function  that satisfies:
    ! "#$  %'&)( "+*" , "#$+* -.+*" (1)
where:
–  is the wavelength at which functions are computed,
–    is the local reflectance function of the surface (i.e., we suppose that the surfaces
are ideally diffuse),
–
(
 *  .0/13254687:9<;2:468759 = 9 ; 9.> " * $  is a geometry term consisting of the cosines
made by the local surface normals with a vector connecting the two surface points 
and  * , the distance  between theses two points, and a visibility function > whose
value is in ?@+ACB according to whether the line between the two points  and  * is
obstructed or un-obstructed respectively.
Using the operator notation we can express the equation to be solved as DEFHG (  ,
which is a linear operator of the second kind, or more compactly as IJ .
Projection methods, whose role is to recast infinite-dimensional problems in finite di-
mensions, can be used to solve the radiosity equation. The idea is to construct an approx-
imate solution from a subspace     , where the parameter  typically denotes the
dimension of the subspace. In any case, each element of the function space   is a linear
combination of a finite number of basis functions ? /  	   B .
Given this space of basis functions 
   6  /    , we seek an approximation   from the space    that is close to  . This is equivalent to determining  unknown
coefficients ? /  	   B such that    /     .
Projection methods select such approximations from   by imposing a finite number
of conditions on the residual error, which is defined by   IJ   .
Specifically, we attempt to find    such that   simultaneously satisfies  linear con-
straints, that is  !       , for "	    , where the  #! are linear functionals. Any
collection of  linearly independent functionals defines an approximation    by “pinning
down” the residual error with sufficiently many constraints to uniquely determine the coef-
ficients. Note that functionals and basis functions together define a projection operator [1].
This way, we have:
 #! $% I  & /     H'(  + (2)
which is a system of  equations for the unknown coefficients ? /  )   B . The quality
of the approximation as well as the computations required to obtain it, depend on the ap-
proximation properties of the space    , the choice of functionals, and finally the numerical
techniques which are used to compute the matrix coefficients and solve the linear system.
There are other sources of error due to imprecise geometry or boundary conditions [2].
2.2 Radiosity and Wavelet Theory
The wavelet radiosity algorithm is a special case of the formulation in which the matrix
form of (2) is:*++,
- /. / 	. /  - /. / 	.  1000 - 2. / 	.3 - /.  	. /  - /.  	.  1000 - 2.  	.   ... ... . . . ...- /.   	. /  - /.   	.  4000 - /.   ).   
5667
*++,  / ...  
5667 
*++,
8 8	. /:98 8	.  9...8  ).   9
5667  (3)
where /.3!	.   are wavelets.
As shown in [9], since wavelets can be used as bases for function spaces, a linear
operator can be expressed in them. If this operator satisfies certain smoothness conditions -
as the radiosity operator does - the resulting matrix is approximately sparse and the system
can be solved asymptotically faster if only finite precision is required of the answer.
More precisely, the linear system in (3) has entries which are the coefficients of the
kernel function with respect to some basis. In classical radiosity, the Galerkin method gives
rise to a system relating all of these basis functions with each other resulting in a system of
size   . However, such bases possess properties which derive directly from the kernel
itself. Using wavelets as basis functions the resulting matrix system is approximately sparse
if the kernel is smooth. By ignoring some entries whose value is below some threshold the
resulting linear system has only  remaining entries leading to fast solution algorithms.
To realize an algorithm of   complexity, a function oracle is needed to help enumerate
the important entries in the matrix system.
2.3 Sequential Implementation: The Candela Project
The Candela project was designed to provide a flexible architecture for testing and imple-
menting new radiosity and radiance algorithms [7]. It was at the same time intended to be
able to deal with real data (complex geometrical surfaces, accurate light sources models,
real spectrum modeling) and to compute physically correct results. Candela is based on the
Open Inventor library in order to get the required flexibility, both on inputs and algorithmi-
cal combinations.
Several sequential wavelet algorithms and accelerating techniques have already been
implemented. This part is detailed in [3]. For the sake of completeness, we give here the
main characteristics of the existing algorithms:
– the modeling is described using the Open Inventor file format:  polygonal surfaces ( 
 ) can be of arbitrary geometry;  the spatial part of an emitter  is described using the  representation;  the spectral distribution of a light source  or of a diffuse coefficient  of a surface
can be coded in several function bases.
– the available bases of functions . ! are the Haar basis, 
  and 
 ,
– the spectra  are computed exactly and projected when the result is stored on a surface
in a basis of functions which can be defined by the user.
– the visibility >  * $  can be accelerated using the hardware or a BSP (i.e., a Binary
Space Partition),
– the kernel coefficients - 2. 2":).    are computed by Gaussian quadrature,
– both geometry based and energy based oracles exist,
– two solvers are implemented, one implements a gathering iterative scheme and the
other one a progressive shooting scheme. The links can be stored or recomputed each
time there are needed.
Our sequential experiments have shown that the wavelet coding of the radiosity function
is very important in order to obtain correct results, but that the links storage can quickly
become a great bottleneck because of its huge memory requirements. The effect is even
more annoying with the progressive shooting solver: in the first steps of this algorithm, a
lot of energy is exchanged between surfaces, which leads to many links stored. Most of the
time, these links are over refined, with respect to the energy exchanged in the next steps.
This over-cost disappears if the links are not stored, of course at the cost of longer
computation times. However, this is currently the only way to deal with large scenes. In
this case, the progressive shooting algorithm converges faster than the gathering algorithm,
at least at the beginning of the computations, allowing to get results earlier. In conclusion,
progressive shooting wavelet radiosity without links storage appears to be a very efficient
sequential algorithm for complex scenes. It will be described in detail in Section 4.
Nevertheless, despite these choices of algorithms and accelerating techniques, compu-
tation times and memory requirements still remain too important for effective use on a
single workstation, especially when simulated scenes are very large (the common case for
architectural simulations). The alternate way to bypass the limitations of single worksta-
tions, is to turn towards parallelism. This will be the subject of the reminder of the paper.
3 Parallel Issues
3.1 General Considerations
Implementing some parallel algorithm can be done on two main kinds of architectures:
cluster of workstations or shared memory supercomputer. Using the first approach, the par-
allel program has to be based on the message passing paradigm. This can be very attractive,
because it can be applied both on a supercomputer or on a network of workstations (a very
common resource in today’s research centers). In the other approach, communication is
implicitely managed through shared variables, making algorithms implementation much
easier. Shared memory supercomputers mostly use the Distributed Shared Memory (DSM)
architecture (like the SGI Origin2000): the shared memory is distributed among processes
and can be addressed transparently; its efficiency heavily depends on the caching of data
accessed in a remote memory. Singh et al. show in [10] that shared address space is best
suited for dynamic and irregular algorithms like the hierarchical radiosity.
As pointed out in [11], effective speed-up over the best sequential algorithm can be
constrained by six kinds of overhead:
– inherently sequential code: this includes initialisation and termination phases;
– redundant work: this is a part of the work that have to de done by each process, while
it would only be done once in the sequential algorithm;
– overhead of parallelism management: the distribution of work to processes can intro-
duce extra costs;
– overhead of synchronization: this includes synchronization barriers and mutual exclu-
sion locks;
– imbalanced distribution of work among processes: the load balancing problem;
– inter-processors communication and overhead of communication: this both concerns
data locality and false sharing.
As far as scientific applications are concerned, the two key, but conflicting, aspects to
address are load balancing [11] and data locality [8].
3.2 Parallelism and Radiosity
When designing a parallel program, an important aspect to determine is the level of paral-
lelism (i.e., which parts of the sequential program might be parallelized). Let us now focus
on specific issues involved in the parallelization of radiosity algorithms by re-examining
equation (1) terms:
– the first two terms "#$  and    represent the inputs of the algorithm: they are
composed of a spatial part and of a spectral distribution. They do not lead to any par-
ticular problem for parallelism;
– the third term  "#$  is the radiosity function, that is to say the solution we aim to
compute. We have chosen to code this function using wavelet bases: this gives very ef-
ficient sequential algorithms but has two drawbacks in parallelism. Contrarily to clas-
sical radiosity implementations, we are not able to allocate all the required memory at
the beginning of the algorithm, but we need to make dynamic allocations. Moreover, it
is very difficult to forecast how long an interaction between two surfaces will take to
compute;
– the fourth term
(
" *   which is mainly composed of the visibility function >  *   is
the first global term of the equation. In sequential implementations, many accelerating
techniques may be used to compute the visibility, which represents a huge part of the
overall computation [3]. We have chosen the well-known Binary Space Partitioning
(BSP) structure for its efficiency. It is important to use the same technique in paral-
lelism if we want to obtain efficient algorithms, though the storage of the BSP could
become problematic as scene size grows. We have expected that even if this structure is
too large to fit in the processor memory cache, the natural data locality of the visibility
requests will not generate too many memory problems. Indeed when an energy trans-
fer is done between two surfaces, we only have to test the visibility between points of
these surfaces and we can hope that the same parts of the BSP will be traversed. It is
the same if we can have each processe dealing with neighboring surfaces;
– the last part is the integral equation in itself: it codes the interactions between the
different surfaces of the scene. Many sequential and parallel algorithms have been
devoted to solving this complex integral equation. As we mentioned in Section 2, we
have chosen to focus on a very efficient sequential algorithm allowing to deal with
large real world scenes: the progressive shooting wavelet radiosity [3]. More precisely,
we consider the version which does not store links between surfaces, both because
of memory problems and because it would lead to really tricky problems in parallel
algorithms. Furthermore, the visibility computations are done with the BSP structure,
due to the “limitation” of our Origin2000 which has no graphic card.
The parallelization work is done on the solving part of the algorithm and will be the
subject of the next paragraph.
3.3 Parallelization of the Progressive Shooting Wavelet Radiosity
The progressive shooting wavelet radiosity algorithm sequentially handles the most ener-
getic emitter (either a direct light source or a reflecting surface) and propagates its energy to
all scene receivers (surfaces), decomposing them both into smaller surface elements when
needed. Unfortunately, the amount of work that will be required for a given emitter-receiver
interaction is highly unpredictable and even depends on the resolution process in progress.
These dynamic and unpredictable characteristics of the algorithm make it challenging to be
parallelized in a well load balanced way.
Several granularities can be considered in order to get an efficient tasks decomposition
of the problem:
– the finest granularity can be found inside an emitter-receiver interaction. In [11], a task
can either be a surface-element or even an element-element interaction. Implementa-
tion with distributed task queues and clever task stealing allows a good control over
load balancing while preserving enough data locality when dealing with a small num-
ber of surfaces;
– at the opposite, a very coarse granularity would be to define a task as the set of inter-
actions between one (or several) emitters and all its associated receivers. This allows
several emitters (one per process) to propagate energy to all the scene receivers in par-
allel. A given receiving surface can so be shot by two emitters at the same time and
mutual exclusion is needed for accessing it;
– an intermediate (rather small) granularity is to consider a task as a standard surface-
surface interaction. The way these tasks are distributed to processes leads to different
constraints and algorithms. If emitters are processed one after the other, as in the se-
quential algorithm, energy propagation from an emitter to all its receiving surfaces is
parallelized among the processes without restrictive access but is bounded by a syn-
chronization barrier before dealing with the next emitter. If we see the problem as a
global pool of tasks that processes have to execute, mutual exclusion is needed for
accessing surfaces and a load balanced distribution algorithm has to be found.
We have chosen to test the intermediate surface-surface granularity which seemed to be
best suited to our problem. We hoped it would be fine enough in the case of large scenes.
4 Experimentation
We focus in this section on the implemented parallelizations of the progressive shooting
wavelet radiosity (with the different considerations of the previous sections) and on the
different tests which we have performed.
We have parallelized the solver phase of this algorithm. Due to the differences between
the emission of a light source on a surface and the redistribution of the energy between
two surfaces, this phase is partitioned for efficiency in two phases. We present below the
pseudo-code of these two sequential algorithms for clarity in the following subsections.
1 Direct Illumination Algorithm:
2 begin
3 /* Get all the light sources. */
5 /* Get all the scene surfaces. */
7 foreach  2"  do
8 foreach  < - do
9 call "	 
 2 " -   	 2" A < - 
10 od od
11 foreach  < - do
12 call 3  	   < -  od
13 where
14 proc "
 
 / " -   
 2" A < -  
15 call "	 
 2 " -    " >  	 2" A < -  .
16 end
1 Intereflections Algorithm:
2 begin
3 /* Get all the scene surfaces. */
5    - " ! " /* A sorted list of energetic surfaces. */
6 foreach  < - do
7 if  - #   5$%&  	 < - 
8 then "'       -  < -    -( ")  fi
9 od
10 while *    >  5  - do
11   +    , > - ")	   -( " 
13 foreach  < - do
14 call 	  < < - 
15 od od
16 foreach  < - do
17 call 3  
   < -  od
18 where
19 proc 	  C < -  
20 call 3  	     
22 call   . >   < -(    - "/) 
24 call  0  " >    < < - 
26 call   #   5$%&  	1  <$
28 call "'       -  < -(    - "/)  .
29 end
4.1 Parallelization of Direct Illumination
The direct illumination algorithm is the easiest to be parallelized. The number of basic
emitter-receiver interactions / is known in advance and does not change with time.
We choose to implement it with the emitter-surface granularity for its better compro-
mise between ease of programming and expected efficacity. The coarser granularity is not
interesting in this case, because the relatively small number of light sources compared to the
number of processes would lead to severe load imbalance. On the other hand, exploiting the
finest granularity does not seem necessary in the case of large scenes. We anticipated that
the intermediate granularity would be enough to get good load balancing and implemented
two algorithms with it.
2
between a light source and a surface
Inner Loop The first of these algorithms is the parallelization of the inner of the two loops
of the sequential algorithm: emitters are shot one after the other, and each shoot is done by
all the processes in parallel. A given receiver can not be shot by two emitters and so requires
no locking access. However, synchronization barriers are needed at the end of each shoot
before processing the next one.
Single Queued To remove the potentially costly synchronization barriers, we can have
the processes starting processing the next emitter instead of waiting for others to complete
their job. This can be done in a dynamic tasking approach where the algorithm consists of
a pool of tasks (here emitter-receiver interactions) processes have to execute. In that case,
restrictive access to receivers is needed to prevent two emitters from shooting the same
receiver.
The way tasks are distributed to processes can lead to different algorithms. We have
chosen a simple approach with a single centralized tasks queue in which interactions are
sorted by emitters and then by receivers. This gives us an extension of the inner loop algo-
rithm.
4.2 Parallelization of Inter-reflections algorithm
This algorithm differs from the direct illumination algorithm in that it has to manage a
sorted list of the emitters. That makes dynamic tasking algorithms like the single queued
very hard to design. Another difference is that we have to make a “copy” of the emitting
surface before processing it, either to have it treated by several processes or to allow it to
receive energy from another emitter, while it sends energy itself.
The problem is that copying a huge surface may become very time consuming, in the
case where this surface is already strongly subdivided; moreover the copy operation has
to be done in a critical section, because it uses the Open Inventor graph. We so had to
implement a “lazy copy” mechanism that allows to use a “light” copy of an emitter, and
rebuild its children only when needed.
After taking into account these considerations, we implemented the two loop level par-
allel inter-reflections algorithms.
Inner Loop Here also, the inner loop is the most direct way to get a parallel algorithm.
Its main advantage is that the sorted list can be dealt with as in the sequential version. The
drawbacks are the same as in the direct illumination algorithm.
Outer Loop The outer loop is in fact the implementation of the coarser granularity con-
sideration. It seemed to be interesting to consider it, because we have here a larger number
of tasks (emitter-all receivers interactions) in comparison with the number of processes.
The convergence speed of the algorithm heavily depends on the order by which emitters
propagate their energy. This can be problematic if emitters are shot in parallel, because after
 
shots, much less energy will have been exchanged than with
 
shots done sequentially.
If parallel execution of the inner loop proves to be well enough load-balanced, on the
average, the first algorithm is much more efficient (no locking on the receiver is required),
despite the synchronization barriers, because of its faster convergence speed.
4.3 Technical Constraints
The Candela libraries are written in C++ and consist of approximatively 358 classes. Even
if it can seem challenging to parallelize C++ algorithms inside such a large platform, it
is really important not to move apart from the sequential part in order to be able to make
comparisons and to take advantage of its last enhancements.
Furthermore, Candela is built over the Silicon Graphics Open Inventor class library and
intensively uses the graph structure and its associated nodes. Hence we have absolutely no
control over the storage and manipulation of the data structures, and even less in parallel,
because the Open Inventor library is not provided thread-safe: that is to say it can be very
problematic if two or more processes manipulate the graph at the same time.
This has led to several implementation problems, for instance:
– we had to overload the memory allocation C functions (“malloc”, “free”, “realloc”,
“calloc”) to avoid thread-safe memory manipulation locks: keep in mind that the
wavelet radiosity algorithm implies many memory allocations in its parallel part and
that Open Inventor provides no control over the storage of its nodes;
– another problem was to determine memory variables which could potentially be modi-
fied by several process at the same time (typically static class variables) and to build a
set of preprocessor macros which allow to transparently transform them into an array
of variables (one per process);
this gave us a general purpose C/C++ framework for “assisted” parallelization which could
be reused for other projects.
4.4 Protocol Considerations
Test Scenes We performed our experiments on three test scenes coming from real world
applications, but with different characteristics, in order to analyze our implemented algo-
rithms:
– Stanislas Square Opera in Nancy. This test scene comes from an evaluation project
of potential new lighting design. The geometrical model was created from architec-
tural drawings. The direct illumination is computed using accurate light and reflectance
models. In this paper, we only consider the first floor in order to be able to compute a
solution on a single processor in a reasonable time (less than one day).
– Cloister in Quito. It is also a lighting design project, but it was chosen because the
effects of indirect illumination (inter-reflections) are more visible. It serves as a life-
size test.
– Soda Hall. The Soda Hall building has become a reference test scene. It is suitable for
virtual reality environments and interactive walk-through. We both consider a single
room of this building (with high precision parameters) for speed-up measures and one
complete floor with furnitures as another life-size test.
Table 1 gives their numerical characteristics and associated images can be found in
Figure 2 of the color plate.
Test scene Stanislas Square Quito Cloister Soda Hall Room Soda Hall Floor
Number of initial surfaces   
	    		
Number of light sources     
Number of final meshes  
 
  
	   
	
Time [Processors]   	 s [1]  s [4]     s [1] –
Time [Processors] 
 s [36]  s [24]   s [36] 	 s [16]
Table 1. The test scenes
Measures The experiments were ran on a ccNUMA Silicon Graphics Origin2000 [6] with
64 processors organized in 32 nodes. Each node consists of two  A processors with
32 KBytes of first level cache (L1) of data on the chip, 4 MBytes of external second level
cache (L2) of data and instructions and 256 MBytes of local memory, for a total of 8 GBytes
of physical memory. Its hardware performance counters combined with the software tool
perfex allow performance measures of the behavior of the parallel program. We have chosen
to study:
– Speed-up. This is defined by the fraction between the best sequential time over the
parallel time obtained with  processors.
– Memory overhead. This is the fraction of time spent in memory over the total execution
time.
– L1 cache hit rate. This is the fraction of data accesses which are satisfied from a cache
line already resident in the primary data cache.
– L2 cache hit rate. This is the fraction of data accesses which are satisfied from a cache
line already resident in the secondary data cache.
5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Performance Evaluation
Table 1 gives the surfaces complexity of each scene and the computational time needed to
simulate each scene first with a small number of processors and then with a large number
of processors. Each result shows good speed-up. More precise results appear in Figure 1
for the Stanislas Square Opera and the room of the Soda Hall and are examined in the next
subsection.
Let us recall for correctness of these figures that we work with polygons which can be
concave or convex for greater efficiency. The number of surfaces which will appear if we
decided to triangulate them to work only with triangles and/or parallelograms would be
much greater. For instance, for the Stanislas Square, a straightforward triangulation gives
two times more surfaces, and a triangulation which provides good shaped triangles gives
ten times more original surfaces.
Moreover we want to remind that due to the absence of graphics card on the Origin2000,
we have parallelized a version of the algorithm which only uses the “BSP” decomposition
in order to accelerate the visibility and does not use any hardware graphic acceleration.
When using the sequential version [3], this choice decreases the overall performance of the
general simulation by a factor of   . This degradation is important enough to relativize the
parallel speed-up.
However, even with such accelerating techniques, huge scenes like the Cloister of Quito
(see Figure 2.d) can hardly be simulated on a sequential computer. In parallelism, our test
shows that this scene can be simulated with 24 processors in 2 hours 41 minutes. These
sort of results are very promising for the lighting design and other real-world applications.
5.2 Discussion
Load balancing and data locality are two key but conflicting goals to reach in order to obtain
good parallel performance. We show here their impact on our different algorithms.
Load balancing Figure 1.a shows that all the methods achieve a speed-up in CPU times
when used in parallel. The speed-up is very high (actually supra-linear) when we use no
visibility for the direct illumination. In the other cases, it is approximately equal to    ,
where  is the number of processes.
In the case of a direct illumination without visibility, a supra-linear speed-up is not so
surprising. Indeed, in this case, when we want to illuminate a surface we need only to use
the data of that surface, this leads to excellent data locality and very similar computation
times for the illumination of each surface. In this case, the Origin2000 is very efficient.
If we look at the results for the two different methods used for the Place Stanislas
illumination, problems begin to appear. Of course, the algorithm that does not stop after
each light gives better speed-up than the other one as expected, but the speed-up results are
not very good. In fact, what seems to happen is the following:
– in this simulation, each light illuminates only a part of the building and only a few
interactions are very time consuming. Therefore, when some process finishes the il-
lumination of the last surface seen by the first light, some processes are still stacked
processing one of the few interactions which are very time consuming. The synchro-
nization of the processors, after a light source has handled all the surfaces it sees, is
therefore very costly in the “inner loop” method;
– but the situation is even worse because in this simulation two neighboring lights often
share a group of very time consuming interactions. Indeed the lighting designers have
positioned the lights very near the facade, so that most of the energy received by a
single surface came with high probability from those two light sources.
This has a large impact on the “single queued” method. When some processors begin
to compute the interaction between the second light and the building, three or four
time consuming interactions between the first light and the sets of surfaces are still
processed. The first processors which will attempt to shoot on one of these surfaces
(the surfaces which have not yet been totally illuminated by the previous illumination)
will be locked. This is problematic because these interactions are with high probability
also very time consuming interactions for the second light.
We think that this situation appears because we have used a coarse  granularity for
this simulation. This is slightly annoying because the same problem appears in the general
shoot phase when the residual energy to shoot becomes too small.
Decreasing the granularity of the algorithm to tackle this problem is feasible for the di-
rect illumination but becomes much trickier for interactions between two surfaces. Another
solution seems more reasonable: when a processor attempts to shoot on a surface which
is actually the receiver handled by another processor, a locking situation appears. We can
remove this lock, if the processor starts to shoot on a lure: a disjoint copy of this surface;
of course we will need after to retrieve the energy received by the lure and to re-project it
on the real surface.
As in the simulation of the Soda Hall room, Figure 1.b exhibits the same behavior we
just noted for the Place Stanislas illumination in the shooting phase. The same problem
appears during the first shoots: the shoot of an emitter on the walls or on the floor takes
much more time than the other computations. Also, after some shoots, the amount of energy
left to emit becomes very small. In this case, the time needed for distributing the work
among processes is larger than the time needed to do the shoot. The granularity of the
parallelization must then be increased.
Data locality When we designed our parallel algorithms, we did not focus on data locality
problems. First, we had expected that:
– the used granularity would naturally increase the data locality. Indeed when one pro-
cessor deals with an emitter-receiver interaction, it computes this interaction at each
needed level. Moreover, in order to compute the form factor of the kernel, it needs to

A trick to artificially reduce the granularity problem would be to add a preprocessing step that
would subdivide large surfaces into smaller ones.
compute the visibility between lists of points of the two surfaces. We expected this
would lead to the same portions of the BSP structure being traversed;
– the type of architecture used by the Origin2000, a cc-NUMA, is well known to decrease
the importance of this problem compared to explicit message passing.
Our tests on a room of the Soda Hall and on the Stanislas Square place show that:
– the ratio of time spent accessing the memory decreases slightly with the number of
processors used (see Figures 1.c and 1.d);
– the hit rates are approximatively of   for the   cache and of   for the    cache
(see Figures 1.e and 1.f).
The first behavior of the algorithm can be explained by the fact that the simulations of
these two scenes use a lot of memory. It is not so surprising, in this case, that it can be
better to distribute the data memory to all processors, which will only access a part of the
total memory.
The cache hit rates have surprisingly high values, which seems in total contradiction
with results presented by [8]. This seems to prove that our hypothesis is valid and that data
locality is not the main problem with wavelet radiosity.
However, we want to moderate this conclusion since two other factors may have influ-
enced this behavior:
– first, in order to do meaningful tests, we have limited ourselves to simulations which
could be completed on a single processor in less than one day. Thus, though some of
our scenes are somewhat big, their complexity is not tremendous;
– second, we use scenes coming from real-world applications. This means that surfaces
appearing in the scene description are not listed in a random order. On the contrary,
surfaces that are neighbors (as geometrical entities) often appear close to one another
in the scene description. This locality of the scene description clearly impacts on the
algorithm data locality.
The two preceding paragraphs show that the progressive wavelet radiosity algorithm
can “efficiently” be parallelized even if reaching a good load balancing between process re-
mains difficult. Some problems are annoying for small scenes; fortunately when the scene
and the amount of work to be done become larger, the importance of these problems seems
to decrease. This remark is important because these scenes can not reasonably be simu-
lated on a single sequential computer: in those cases, parallel computing appears to be a
worthwhile solution.
6 Conclusion
We have experimented in this paper various parallel implementations of the wavelet ra-
diosity method on a hardware ccNUMA architecture, the SGI Origin2000. Experiments
showed that straightforward parallelization provides good speed-up - even if this appli-
cation is highly irregular and dynamic - and reasonable means to solve extremely large
models with a large number of processors.
Even if the application is written in “C++” and the granularity of the parallelization
remains a little coarse in this implementation, we obtain an excellent data locality - which
confirms the good properties of the ccNUMA architecture - and a reasonable load balanc-
ing. However, on some scenes, load balancing can likely be enhanced using some specific
improvements (shoot on a lure if needed,  ).
These results are interesting, first for the lighting designers who can expect to simulate
some real world projects. Moreover we anticipate that these results are probably generaliz-
able to numerical applications with linear projection operators, in the case where the space is some space    in a multi-resolution analysis.
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Fig. 2. Images generated with our parallel algorithms
